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15CHAPTER FIFTEEN

Information Technology
and Enterprise Risk Management

B ECAUSE OF THE COMPLEXITY in building and maintaining information

technology (IT) systems, their network interconnections, and all types of

applications, risk management has been a very important consideration in all

aspects of IT processes. One does not have to have been a participant or observer of

IT hardware and software projects for that many years to have observed many IT

projects that were launched with high expectations but subsequently failed for any of

a variety of reasons. Just as people involved in marketing often have overly high

expectations that some new initiative will succeed, IT processes often have high,

positive expectations but ignore the many business and technology risks associated

with IT systems.

IT-related issues and concerns are somewhat covered in the Committee of Spon-

soring Organizations Enterprise Risk Management (COSO ERM) framework through its

control activities and information and communications layers. We use the phrase

somewhat covered here because IT is so pervasive in all business and operations processes

that these somewhat high-level descriptions in COSO ERM guidance materials seem to

miss or ignore some of the many and evolving IT risks and concerns. This is also a

challenging area for understanding risks and developing appropriate risk responses.

As has been the pattern over the years, no matter how strong are the designed and

implemented internal controls—particularly those that are software based—someone

will find a way to violate and get around them.

While the range of IT risks is vast and extensive, this chapter will look at three

important broad IT areas and how COSO ERM should help an enterprise to better

understand and manage those IT risks:
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1. Application Systems Risks. Enterprises often face significant risks when they

purchase or develop new applications, implement them into full production status,

and then maintain and revise them. There are multiple and often major risks

associated with IT applications systems processes, and COSO ERM can help in better

managing them.

2. Effective Continuity Planning. Once more commonly called disaster recovery

planning, IT systems, telecommunications networks, and operations can be subject

to unexpected interruptions in their services. COSO ERM provides an enhanced

framework to better understand and manage the risks of unexpected failures in IT

services.

3. Worms, Viruses, and Systems Network Access Risks. There are many risks

and threats in our world of interconnected IT systems and resources. COSO ERM

provides guidance to assist an enterprise in decidingwhere it should allocate resources.

This chapter provides some high-level background discussions of these IT security

issues and also discusses some of the more significant of these potential risks.

This chapter is not designed to provide technical guidance nor a discussion of new

approaches for the strong IT professional. Rather, the objective is to provide a COSO

ERM–oriented overview and discussion of issues for the many professionals involved in

both IT issues and concerns but more directly involved in IT matters on a regular basis.

IT AND THE COSO ERM FRAMEWORK

The COSO ERM information and communications layer and the control activities layers,

as discussed in Chapter 4, represent the major areas where IT issues and concerns fit

into this ERM framework. The control activities materials discuss risk-related issues

associated with both general and application controls. General controls cover IT

management issues, the technology infrastructure, security management and software

acquisition, development and maintenance. These controls apply to all IT systems from

older legacy mainframe to today’s client/server desktop or wireless IT environments.

Application controls cover specific or related groups of IT applications. An IT general

control procedure may call for all applications to be backed up, per a specified frequency.

A general ledger IT application would be expected to be following those same general

application control procedures but would perhaps have specific account balancing

controls for general ledger accounts with that application.

Application controls then refer to specific processes in an IT environment, such as

an IT policy requiring that all IT new applications must be installed with a certain level

of security and balancing control procedures. If we can determine that these general

procedures are effective and working, the assumption will be that they are working for

each specific application used within that IT infrastructure. This distinction between the

general or pervasive IT control procedures and those that are specific to an application is

a basic element necessary in understanding IT controls and risks. Exhibit 15.1 provides

further definitions of general and application basic IT control concepts. The COSO ERM
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guidance here is very high level, and many professionals would find a need for a greater

level of background and support to IT control activities risks under the COSO ERM

framework.

Because IT processes are so pervasive across all enterprise operations and beyond,

the information and communications component of the COSO ERM framework is an

important information-transfer element. Information—and particularly information

managed and handled by IT systems—is an important concept in understanding

and managing risks across all elements of the ERM framework. In many respects,

the COSO internal controls framework, as shown in Exhibit 1.1, does a better job of

showing this concept of how IT and its information and communication component

better fits across internal controls framework components and across multiple other

General Controls

Information systems general controls include hardware, software, and administrative control
procedures that apply to all systems and applications, including:

& Reliability of information systems processing. Good controls need to be in place over all
computer systems operations. These controls often depend on the nature and management of
the specific size and type of computer system used.

& Integrity of data. Processes should be in place to ensure a level of integrity over all data used in
various application programs. These controls should, at a minimum, apply to all operating
applications.

& Integrity of programs, including configuration management. New or revised programs should
be developed in a well-controlled manner and follow consistent processes to provide accurate
processing results. The revision status of all system components should be managed to establish
consistent configurations.

& Controls of the proper development and implementation of systems. Controls should be in
place to ensure the orderly development of new and revised information systems.

& Continuity of processing. Controls should be in place to back up key systems and to recover
operations in the event of an unexpected outage—what was called disaster recovery planning
and is often known today as business continuity planning.

Application Controls

Applications apply to individual systems applications and are in addition to the overall
general controls. For example, an IT operation may have a strong general control over the integrity
of computer software revision controls. An application providing core strategic planning support
for the enterprise may have even stronger application controls. Application controls include:

& Controls of Application Inputs. Individual applications should have error checking, security
restrictions, and other controls to limit the risk of unauthorized inputs to the application.

& Self-balancing and other financial and data controls. Controls should be in place within
individual applications to check for errors of computation or input and to provide accurate
results that reflect objectives of the application.

& Application output components. Controls should place application output data on proper
reports and in the correct files, including the transmissions or communications with other
connected applications.

EXHIBIT 15.1 IT General and Application Controls Examples
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internal control layers. This is similar to the way in which IT processes typically fit

across and impact all aspects of internal controls in an enterprise.

Both COSO frameworks use the word ‘‘information,’’ a term or concept that covers

many areas beyond just IT matters. However, both COSO framework guidelines—ERM

and internal controls—talk about information in a very broad sense and generally do

not specifically mention IT and its related risk issues. The ERM guideline simply states,

‘‘Information is needed at all levels of an enterprise to identify, assess and respond to

risks, and to otherwise run the entity and achieve its objectives.’’1 This guidance mate-

rial goes on to discuss strategic and integrated systems and highlights their integration

with operations. The guidance continues with a discussion covering other important

attributes of information such as its quality.

While COSO ERM provides some very high-level guidance on IT control issues in its

control activities layer and through information and communications, there is a need to

go down to amore specific level of detail to better understand andmanage IT risks. Using

the COSO ERM framework, the sections following discuss some important IT risk areas

that typically impact many members of an enterprise. With any technology-based issue,

of course, potential risks can become even greater as one goes down into an increasing

level of detail, and we must always assume that IT controls are effective at some level.

For example, when using a recognized software spreadsheet application, there must be a

basic assumption that a numbers multiplication function (e.g., 2 ! 4 " 8) is working.

There may be a risk that rounding results could be wrong when processing very large

volumes of data, but we generally assume there is a negligible risk that the basic

multiplication function is wrong.

IT APPLICATION SYSTEMS RISKS

Whether an automated design system that helps design and build manufacturing

product components, a payroll application that covers periodic employee salaries, or the

security system that denies access to an unauthorized person, IT applications are

pervasive and can contain many risks. They may represent software routines that have

been custom developed by an enterprise, purchased software products, or software that

is embedded in many other tools and products. Some of the areas where an enterprise

faces risks with its application systems include situations when a project is poorly

planned and misses schedule or budget targets. Other risk areas are when there are

integrity and performance problems, or when there are just ‘‘bugs’’ in the application.

Without proper internal application control procedures in place, failures here can

cause problems or even embarrassments for an enterprise. A new application may be

launched where only a limited set of conditions may have been tested. With an incre-

ased variation of transactions or volume of transactions, such an application can fail, or

even fail dramatically. There have been many well-publicized IT application failures

over the years. Taking an example from way back in the 1960s, a bug in the flight

control application for the United States’ Mariner 1 spacecraft caused it to divert from its

intended path and crash into the Atlantic Ocean. The accident investigation discovered
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that a formula had been improperly transcribed into critical computer program, causing

the miscalculation of the rocket. Whether it is a space launch rocket or a customer

billing application, the causes for many if not most IT applications failures can be traced

to poor design and testing processes. Adequate procedures and other good processes in

place can limit those risks.

Application Development and Acquisition Risks

In the earlier days of IT systems and even into the late 1980s, many enterprises

developed their own software applications. Enterprise management would decide they

needed some type of specific application and would proceed to use their own in-house

programming resources to build it. While some standard applications such as payroll

and fixed asset applications have been offered by outside vendors and installed as

purchased software for many years, many others have been built in-house by enterprise

IT development resources. Even today, with our regular use of vendor-supplied software,

many applications require an enterprise to build extensive control and parameter tables

to build and manage their own customized applications. There are risks associated with

any new application development effort along with a somewhat different set of risks,

depending whether the application is based on essentially purchased software or built by

in-house enterprise resources. Of course, as with so many matters, there generally is

never an all or nothing split here. Purchased applications typically take a large amount

of tailoring work to install, and most in-house developed applications always use

purchased software building blocks. With the possible exception of some desktop system

applications, most require some degree of application development work.

System Development Life Cycle Waterfall Development Processes

Using a term that was initiated by IBM in the very early days of computers and systems

application development procedures, the systems development life cycle (SDLC) refers to

a traditional process for the development of new IT business applications. This new

application development process starts with establishing requirements for a new appli-

cation, developing specifications to meet the those requirements, and then going down

through the steps of developing, testing, and then implementing the application. This

is called a waterfall life cycle process because once an application has been completed,

it drops down to the next step down just like flowing water where IT application

developers eventually then decide to revise or rebuild the application and go back to the

top to start the process once again.

Although originally dating back to the days of freestanding batch applications, the

SDLC process is still applicable in many of today’s era of fast-response, modular-based

applications. Exhibit 15.2 shows this waterfall development SDLC process. Over the

years, a variety of similar IT application development processes have been launched by

IT functions, depending upon their management style and the technologies that they

were using. For purposes of understanding application development risks here, it is

important that any application development have some type of documented SDLC

process in place to guide the development of their new applications. Following such an

IT Application Systems Risks & 295
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SDLC will assure a consistent approach to and reduce risks in the application develop-

ment process.

On almost a continuous basis, various vendors have offered SDLC-like tools to assist

IT functions in developing their IT applications. Some have been very documentation

intensive while others have erred in the other direction. From a risk minimization

perspective, IT application development functions are often successful with some type of

SDLC process in place. Exhibit 15.3 is a checklist to help understand key SDLC risks.

New Systems
Feasibility Study

Preliminary
Analysis & New 

Applications 
Planning

Detailed Design of 
New Application 

Hardware and 
Software

Design and     
Quality Assurance 

Testing

Hardware, Network 
& Application 

Implementation

Ongoing Systems 
Maintenance

Consider Major 
Revisions, 

Retirement or a New
System

EXHIBIT 15.2 SDLCWaterfall Model
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Having an effective SDLC process in place is a key risk minimization tool for any

IT function.

Purchased Software Application Risks

Most of the IT applications developed in business enterprises today are based on

purchased software packages or accessed through Web-based repositories. These range

from smaller, single function tools that reside on freestanding laptop machines to the

I. New Systems or Applications Feasibility
& Has a formal feasibility study for the proposed new application been prepared and approved

per enterprise SDLC standards?
& Does the proposed new system use technology or processes that are new to the enterprise?
& Does the enterprise have a strong success rate in launching similar new systems?
& Did the feasibility study include an analysis of potential risks, including:

& Risk of launching a new or untried process?

& Risk of new application not meeting its objectives?

& Risk of excessive cost or development time overruns?

II. Preliminary Analysis
& Does the completed analysis map to the objectives outlined in the feasibility study?
& Have cost and performance estimates been prepared and are they achievable?
& Have estimates been prepared for overall new application costs and development resource

needs?
& Does the design include a backout plan given the risk of systems failure?

III. Detailed Design
& Does the design include any newer techniques or tools that are subject to failure?
& Have the risks of associated supplier software vendor or cloud computing provider failure

been considered?
& Have detailed critical path–level plans been developed with consideration given to the risks of

missing those critical path linkages?
& Has the design considered interfaces with other systems or processes and the risks of failure of

those connected entities?
IV. Design and Quality Assurance Testing

& Does all testing activity focus on the achievement of planned system objectives?
& Have risks been considered when making ‘‘quick fixes’’ to repair any small problems

encountered during the testing processes?
V. Systems Implementation

& Have some types of customer satisfaction surveys been launched to identify any follow-up
items with the new applications implementation?

& Have all risks identified during the earlier implementation phases been resolved?
& Has there been a detailed analysis to determine that the new application has met its

established performance objectives?
VI. Ongoing Systems Maintenance

& If there were any ongoing or uncompleted items from the initial design, have plans been
established to build them into a future version of the new application?

& Are there ongoing processes in place to monitor system performance and to make changes in
light of problems or failure to meet expectations?

EXHIBIT 15.3 Minimizing SDLC Risks Checklist
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extensive, all-function applications called enterprise resource planning (ERP) applica-

tions. These latter are often built on a series of interrelated databases that include all

business functions for an enterprise such as general ledger, accounts receivable,

accounts payable, fixed assets, inventory management, order entry, purchase orders

and receiving, advanced distribution, electronic data interchange (EDI), bar coding, bills

of material, standard costing, and standard product routing for a manufacturing

enterprise, The concept behind these applications is that a change to one module,

such as an inventory adjustment, will be reflected in related applications such as the

general ledger and the bill of material. While extensive, these kinds of purchased ERP

applications are not easy to install. They typically require massive changes to existing

processes to better match business operations to the ERP software application as well as

some parameter-driven changes to the ERP to make it a better business fit. An ERP

system typically requires a long time period for its implementation with a need for

specialized staff training and outside consultants.

A major and expensive software investment, an ERP implementation project intro-

duces some major risks to an enterprise. For example, a survey several years ago in

CIO Magazine2 discussed how Hershey, Pennsylvania–based Hershey Foods had to issue

two profit warnings in as many months because of massive distribution problems

following a flawed implementation of their ERP system, which affected shipments to

stores in their peak sales periods. Similarly and at about the same time period, the

domestic appliance manufacturer Whirlpool of Benton Harbor, Michigan, blamed

shipping delays on difficulties associated with its ERP implementation. Both reported

situations drove down their reported share prices. An enterprise can face some serious

risks when implementing complex purchased software applications.

A problem associated with many of the major ERP implementations is the risk of

selecting inappropriate software vendors and then a lack of appropriate project planning

for launching the selected software package. Whether an ERP or another purchased

software product, there are multiple vendors offering similar and potentially appropriate

software product offerings. Failure to select the appropriate software vendors can

present major risks to any contracted software product. Although the goal of this

book is certainly not to provide guidance on vendor selection best practices, Exhibit 15.4

provides some suggested purchased software contract guidelines to reduce risks. These

guidelines are just best practices, such as ascertaining the software vendor has

successfully installed this same software product in a comparable environment.

We have focused on major-scale ERP software products as an example of the risks

associated with purchased software applications, but there are many vendor software

offerings where the same risk avoidance concerns are also applicable. Following up on the

review criteria in Exhibit 15.4, an enterprise should determine that any purchased software

vendor has procedures in place for suchmatters as regular updates of the software product.

In-House Developed Software Application Risks

As discussed, in the earlier days of IT, most enterprises designed, programmed, and

developed their own IT systems applications. Although some software products were
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available from vendors, enterprises often decided they had to develop applications

because of what they argued were their unique needs. For example, enterprises once

frequently claimed, ‘‘Our accounts payable process is different when compared to our

competitors, and we must develop our own unique system!’’ This was the argument

even though there are often few differences with these types of standard applications.

When purchasing any software package, and particularly software beyond just a single user,
desktop level product, an enterprise should take some of the following steps to reduce risks
associated with purchased software:

& Software Product Feasibility/Compatibility
& Does the product match feasibility study requirements or at least is a best fit?
& Is the software product fully compatible with the overall enterprise systems and operating

environment?
& Do there appear to be any constraints – such as table sizes or value restrictions – that might

require installation workarounds?
& Will it be necessary to install customization parameters to install the software, and if so, does

the amount of required work seem reasonable?
& Product History

& Has the software been released and been on the market for an appropriate length of time?
& Was the software designed for the same general purposes and functions as were defined in

feasibility requirements?
& Is the software built around recognized and appropriate tools, such as the supporting

database?
& Vendor Background

& Has the vendor been established for an appropriate period of time?
& Does the vendor appear to have an appropriate level of financial strength?
& Is there any outstanding major litigation against the vendor that could cause software product

or reputation concerns?
& Customer & Trade References

& Can the vendor supply a list of other existing customers that can be contacted as references?
& Has the vendor and this software product received favorable reviews and comments in the IT

press?
& Revision Practices

& Will the vendor make commitments to upgrading and improving the product?
& Is there evidence of product revision history over past periods?
& Is there a formal process in place for customer initiated revision requests?

& Product Documentation & Training
& Does the documentation supporting the product appear adequate?
& Is the evidence that this software documentation is updated regularly or as required?
& If necessary, as the facilities for customer training the use of the software product?

& Product Customer Support
& Does the vendor have a customer support ‘‘help desk’’ that operates 24x7 or at least during

normal business service hours?
& Are there charges for customer support calls beyond a regular service contract?
& In the event of some software major catastrophe, does the vendor have the capability to

reinstall software on a quick fix basis?

EXHIBIT 15.4 Purchased Software Contract Guidelines to Reduce Risks

IT Application Systems Risks & 299
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While this argument really does not apply for most enterprises today, many have used it

over the years as a justification for developing their own software applications. While

this strategy is not that common today, some enterprises still devote substantial efforts

to developing or customizing their own unique applications. This usually occurs for very

specialized applications, such as manufacturing process control systems.

We have previously discussed how there is not a strict dividing line between

applications purchased from software vendors and those developed in-house. The reality

is that the software development process does not fit totally on one side of this divide or

the other. Risks can be limited through good SDLC procedures supported by strong

project management practices.

Software and Application Systems Testing

Although it is essential that, for any new or revised IT application, the enterprise IT

SDLC requirements are defined, documented, and that quality reviews assure the

application is built according to those specifications, it is also necessary to test all

new applications before placing them into production. An enterprise can face a major

risk to the quality and integrity of its IT applications if new applications are not fully

tested. This testing process should take place at an application level and for overall

systems.

IT testing is of limited value unless there are strong procedures in place for

developing testing plans and for reviewing the results of those testing activities,

including specified pass/fail criteria over the results of this testing. Many of these

testing activities are similar to the Sarbanes-Oxley (SOx) processes used for assessing

internal controls and as described in Chapter 9.

An enterprise faces major risks to the quality and integrity of its IT application

systems if they have not been adequately tested. Application tests should be performed

for one of the following primary reasons:

& To validate that the IT application is operating according to the SDLC documented

procedures; or
& To determine the impact, if any, that a suboptimally designed application process

may not have achieved its defined objectives.

The type of testing performed will vary depending on the features, objectives, and

controls of the application being reviewed. This testing should be performed by the

application developers, whether in-house programmers, staff implementing purchased

applications, or IT audit. In order to provide sufficient testing activities to minimize risks,

the results of the testing should be well documented so that any outside reviewers could

assess the adequacy of this testing activity.

Internal Controls and System Balancing Procedures

In addition to controlling risks by building and testing new IT applications with

appropriate SDLC systems development and testing controls, applications should be
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designed with their own strong internal accounting controls. These are the ‘‘do the

debits equal the credits?’’ types of internal control facilities. They are key for all

accounting and operational applications. Since the early days of IT applications, there

has always been a need to build and implement applications with strong internal

accounting controls.

The COSO ERM guidance materials on control activities recognizes the importance

of many application controls that serve to prevent and detect inaccurate, incomplete,

inconsistent, or improper data capture and processing through calculations and logical

comparisons. Some of these controls are highlighted in the COSO ERM reference

materials3 and include the following:

& Balancing Control Activities. Applications should detect data capture errors by

reconciling amounts captured either manually or automatically to a control total.

As an example, an application should automatically balance the total number of

transactions processed and passed from its online order entry system to the number

of transactions received in its billing system.
& Check Digits. An application control that goes back to the early days of computer

systems with punched card inputs, calculations should validate data, with part

numbers containing a check digit4 to detect and correct inaccurate ordering from

suppliers.
& Predefined Data Listings. When appropriate, an application can provide the

user with predefined lists of acceptable data. An Internet site, for example, can

include drop-down lists of products available for purchase.
& Data Reasonableness Tests. Applications could compare data captured to a

present or learned pattern of reasonableness. An order to a supplier by a home

renovation retail store for an unusually large number of board feet of lumber may

trigger a review. This is the type of application control that sets off warning lights to

invite more detailed scrutiny.
& Logic Tests. The computer program code in applications should include range

limits, value checks, or alphanumeric tests. As an example, a government agency

application might detect potential errors in Social Security numbers by checking

that all entered numbers are nine digits.

Used as examples in the COSO ERM guidance materials, the above are just a few of

the many types of controls that should be built in effective applications to lower the risk

of errors or miscalculations. Whether purchased software, extracted from aWeb source

or developed in-house, these and many other similar control procedures should be built

in an application. Because these controls—such as checking to determine if the inputs

equal the outputs—are so basic to accounting controls and to IT systems, it is often easy

to forget to check that they exist.

Because individual applications for an enterprise may have their own sets of

objectives and implementation approaches, there will be differences in risk responses

and related control activities. Even if two enterprises had identical objectives and made

similar decisions on how they should be achieved, their control activities would likely be
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different. Each is managed by different people who use individual judgments in effecting

internal control. Moreover, controls reflect the environment and industry in which an

entity operates, as well as the complexity of its organization structure, its history, and

its culture.

The IT asset and application operating environment for any enterprise affects the

risks to which it is exposed and may present unique reporting objectives or special legal

or regulatory requirements. A pharmaceutical manufacturer, for example, must man-

age far greater IT quality and integrity risks than those facing a typical consumer retail

clothing retailer.

The complexity of an IT operation, and the nature and scope of its key ap-

plications and other activities, affect its control activity risks. Complex enterprises

with diverse activities may face more difficult control issues than simple enterprises

with less varied activities. An enterprise with decentralized operations and an

emphasis on local autonomy for its IT systems presents a different set of risks and

control circumstances than a highly centralized one. In addition, the complexity and

nature of enterprise controls including their location and geographical dispersion

have an impact on the risks associated with IT applications and overall IT methods

and processes.

EFFECTIVE IT CONTINUITY PLANNING

Just as we rely on electrical power and clean water resources to be in operation, an

enterprise today depends on its IT systems to operate continuously and effectively.

Power and water are usually supplied by outside utility providers, but an enterprise is

largely responsible for the operation of its own IT resources. An enterprise faces

numerous risks around its IT assets. There typically is not one major or central

computer facility for handling major automated applications but a wide range of

desktop devices, servers, and other computer systems connected through often very

complex wireless communications, storage management networks, and links to the

Internet. An enterprise can face a major risk if they lose the ability to access and use

their key IT systems for even a relatively short period of time. To limit those risks, there is

a need to have procedures in place to promptly restore their operations. Once known as

IT disaster recovery planning, these procedures are generally called IT continuity

planning today.

The concept of what was called IT disaster recovery planning goes back to the

1970s and was originally based on the need to have processes in place to resume

operations if some single disaster made a major central computer center inoperable. We

have said ‘‘the computer center’’ because enterprises generally once used a single large

centralized computer system in contrast to today’s environment of networks and

servers. Systems today support many enterprise operations, and the concept of having

tools and procedures in place to rapidly restore overall business operations is called

continuity planning. The user of an online order processing application is concerned both

about whether server systems are operating and whether a customer order, submitted
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through an Internet site, can be processed properly and efficiently. In the event of an

unexpected outage, the IT systems should be restored and operating as quickly and

efficiently as possible in order to support and restore the business processes.

In addition to concerns about restoring operations in the case of some disaster or

continuity event, an enterprise should also be concerned about the continued and high

availability of its IT resources. Any form of computer systems downtime can be very

costly to an enterprise. For example, the Disaster Recovery Institute5 estimated some

years ago that the average hourly impact of an hour of systems downtime is $89,500 for

an airline reservations system or $2.6 million for a credit card authorization provider,

among others. Beyond just estimates, eBay’s Internet auction site went down for

22 hours in August 1999. This caused $4 million in lost fees and a $5 billion drop in

eBay’s stock market value.6 The message here is that high systems availability is very

important to an enterprise, and the risks of an extended outage can be reduced through

effective IT continuity plans.

In the past, IT functions often attempted to minimize the risks of systems outages by

constructing what were called disaster recovery plans. Often an extensive project was

required to build such an older IT disaster recovery plan, but the guidance materials

were often published in thick books located on the desks of a few key IT and other

enterprise managers. The idea was that in the event of some emergency, people were

supposed to pull out their disaster recovery manuals and be able to look up such data

as the telephone number of the designated backup site in order to report the

emergency or the instructions for other emergency procedures. The material in these

thick books might have worked in theory if the manuals were always kept up-to-date

and the nature of the crisis event allowed time to review the manual first and then

react. Many real-life events are much more crisis oriented with little time to dig out

the disaster recovery manual and read its documented information. When the

building is on fire, for example, one should get out of the building as soon as possible,

not spend time studying the published evacuation instructions. To minimize risks,

enterprises need to think through these various possible situations in advance. They

need an emergency response plan.

Two types of emergency incidents are significant. The first is the risk of a fire-in-

the-building type of emergency incident. The supporting emergency response

plan here would include posted fire exits and past experience with frequent fire

drills. This type of emergency response plan should cover all enterprise operations, not

just IT systems, and should be regularly tested. The second level of emergency

response plan, however, covers specific individual incidents that may or may not

turn out to be significant, but must be corrected at once followed by an investigation

and a plan of corrective action to prevent further incidents. These are called

emergency incidents, and they often include such matters as security breaches or

the theft of hardware or software. A good emergency incident response plan should be

acted on quickly to minimize the effects of any further breaches. It should also be

formulated to reduce any negative publicity and to focus attention on quick reaction

time. Rather than just an IT-related plan, all appropriate levels of enterprise opera-

tions should be covered.
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An emergency incident response plan can be separated into four sections:

1. Immediate Response Activities. Whether a security breach, a theft of assets, or

physical intrusion, resources should be in place to investigate the matter and take

immediate corrective action.

2. Incident Investigation. All reported matters should be fully investigated to

determine the situation that caused the emergency and possible future corrective

actions going forward.

3. Correction or Restoration. Resources should be available to correct or restore

things as necessary. Since emergency incidents can cover a wide variety of areas,

these resources may include information systems security specialists, building

security managers, or others.

4. Emergency Incident Reporting. The entire emergency incident and the actions

subsequently taken should be documented along with an analysis of lessons learned

and any further plans for corrective actions.

In order to reduce risks, emergency incident responses must be decisive and

executed quickly. The idea is to quickly put water on a fire, not to build short-term

strategies to prevent the fire from burning further. Quick actions are needed with little

room for error in most cases. By staging fire drill–like practice emergencies and

measuring response times, it is possible to develop a methodology that fosters speed

and accuracy. Reacting quickly may minimize the impact of resource unavailability

and the potential damage caused by any future systems or facility compromises. An

enterprise faces many emergency incidents or other threats even beyond the massive

New York World Trade Center 9/11 type of terrorist-driven emergency and the

resultant overall failure of IT systems resources. While the focus should always be

onmore major contingency planning issues, an enterprise needs to have mechanisms in

place to respond to every level of unexpected emergency event.

An enterprise’s risk management function should work with their IT operations to

develop appropriate emergency response plans that will exist at a total facility level, such

as a fire escape plan, and at an individual level, such as a plan to respond to a security

breach. To reduce risks, these plans should be regularly updated and tested.

Beyond an emergency response plan, an enterprise needs to develop a set of IT

continuity plans. This type of plan is an outline of the steps necessary to help an

enterprise recover from major service disruptions, whether a fire type of emergency, a

computer or network equipment failure, or any other form of major disruption. The goal

of such a plan is to help an enterprise reduce the risk of a disaster outage or extended

service interruption to an acceptable level and to bring business operations back. This

type of continuity plan represents a change in emphasis fromwhat IT professionals once

called disaster recovery plans. That older emphasis was to get data processing operations

working while the continuity plan emphasizes needs of the business unit. Today, these

plans have been redesigned to broaden them and to reduce risks. They are frequently

called business continuity plans (BCPs).

An effective BCP is an important tool to build or manage IT risks. There are many

steps and procedures for building a continuity plan that are beyond the scope of this
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book. Although its focus is not totally on risk management, more details on BCP

processes can be found in IT Audit, Control, and Security7 with its chapter on business

continuity planning and disaster recovery. Also, several professional enterprises such as

the U.S.–based Disaster Recovery Institute and the London, England–based Business

Continuity Institute have adopted a frequently published and well-recognized set of ten

BCP recommended professional practices as outlined in Exhibit 15.5. The exhibit is

adapted from Disaster Recovery Institute guidance and has become universally accepted

Building a Business Continuity Plan (BCP)

1. Project Initiation and Management. BCP processes should be managed through formal
project management processes and within agreed time and budget limits.

2. Risk Evaluation and Control. A formal BCP risk evaluation process should be used to
determine the events that can adversely affect the organization and its facilities with disruption
as well as disaster, the damage such events can cause, and the controls needed to prevent or
minimize the effects of potential loss. This should include a cost-benefit analysis to justify
investments in controls to mitigate these risks.

3. Business Impact Analysis. Managers should understand the overall impacts resulting from
disruptions and disaster events that can affect the organization as well as techniques that can
be used to quantify and qualify them. This requires establishing critical functions, their recovery
priorities, and inter-dependencies such that recovery time objective can be set.

4. Developing Business Continuity Strategies. One single BCP is not applicable for all
circumstances, and management should develop an appropriate strategy to determine
and guide the selection of alternative business recovery operating strategies for recovery
of business and information resources within the recovery time objective, while maintaining the
organization’s critical functions.

5. Emergency Response and Operations. Emergency procedures should be in place to respond
to and stabilize the situation following an incident or event, including establishing and managing
an Emergency Operations Center to be used as a command center during the emergency.

6. Developing and Implementing Business Continuity Plans. The BCP should be developed,
documented and implemented using a formal, best practices based process that provides
recovery within established recovery time objectives.

7. Awareness and Training Programs. Processes should be in place to make all appropriate
members of the organization aware of the appropriate BCP procedures in place with training
programs in place on their usage.

8. Maintaining and Exercising Business Continuity Plans. The BCP and its key elements should
be kept up to date with periodic testing of critical plan elements. Processes should be imple-
mented to maintain and update the BCP in accordance with the organization’s strategic direction.

9. Public Relations and Crisis Coordination. Processes should be in place to communicate all
events surrounding a contingency event and to communicate with and, as appropriate,
provide trauma counseling for employees and their families, key customers, critical suppliers,
owners/stockholders, and corporate management during crisis. All stakeholders should be
kept informed on an as-needed basis.

10. Coordination with Public Authorities. Processes should be in place for coordinating conti-
nuity and restoration activities with local authorities while ensuring compliance with applicable
statutes or regulations.

EXHIBIT 15.5 Business Continuity Plan Requirements
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industry standards describing key steps or components in a BCP. An effective BCP is a

critical risk management tool for an enterprise, and management is responsible for the

survivability and sustainability of total operations to serve customers and service

recipients. Many enterprises and most government organizations are required by

law to develop these continuity and contingency plans. In other instances, other

legislation effectively requires a BCP. SOx, for example, requires registered enterprises

to be able to report their financial results in a timely manner. A systems failure cannot be

an excuse, and an effective BCP will help to support the enterprise here.

A principal objective of a BCP should be a well-structured and coherent plan that

will enable the enterprise to recover normal business operations as quickly and

effectively as possible from any unforeseen disaster or emergency that interrupts normal

IT services. There should also be subobjectives to ensure that all employees and

stakeholders fully understand their duties in implementing the BCP, that information

security policies are adhered to within the scope of the plan, and that the proposed

contingency arrangements are cost effective. BCP deliverables should consist of the

following components:

& Analysis of business risks and an impact analysis.
& Documented activities necessary to prepare the enterprise for various possible

emergencies.
& Detailed activities for initially dealing with a disaster event.
& Procedures for managing the business recovery processes, including testing plans.
& Plans for BCP training at multiple levels in the enterprise.
& Procedures for keeping the BCP up-to-date.

A major objective here is to allow the enterprise to restore business operations as

quickly and effectively as possible in light of a disaster event. This is an activity that

requires active participation on many levels, and one where IT management, the risk

management team, and internal audit should take a major role in helping to ensure its

effectiveness.

The identification and analysis of risks here is essential. Risk or business impact

analysis is a particularly important process for determining what applications and

processes to include in the overall BCP. This process often includes developing a

descriptive list of the enterprise’s key business areas, typically ranked in order of

importance to the business, as well as a brief description of the business process and

its main dependencies on systems, communications, personnel, and data. If the enter-

prise already has prepared an assessment of its key business processes, this can be an

excellent time for the BCP team to update that documentation and to evaluate the

relative importance of each. It should be noted that this is an inventory of business

processes, not critical application systems.While the two are often one and the same, it is

important that they be considered as the key processes to keep the business operating.

A next step here is to look at those key business processes in terms of potential

business outage failure impacts. The idea is to look at the impact of estimated outage

times in each area on the basis of the following consequences:
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< 2 hours outage

2 to 24 hours

24 to 48 hours

>48 hours outage

This type of analysis would focus on key business processes such as their impact

on customer services, loss of customers, and the like. Within each of these risk factor

areas, the criticality impacts of various levels of outages should be considered. The

approach is to consider the risks of some specified application failure of less than two

hours as well as the related risks of any impact on customer services, and even the

related exposure risk to possible litigation could be considered. Following the risk

management techniques described in Chapter 3, monetary estimates of exposure losses

should be considered. While monetary values can be added to such a worksheet, this

can be equally effective as just a worksheet to highlight key time-based exposures. The

concept behind this type of analysis is to design an effective approach to get back in

operation as soon as reasonable after a business continuity outage. An effective BCP is

an importantway tominimize the potential risks to IT services due to some unexpected,

disaster-type event.

WORMS, VIRUSES, AND SYSTEM NETWORK RISKS

Anenterprise’s IT operation today consists ofmuchmore than just its IT equipment and

resources within offices and plants; it also includes a wide variety of other facilities

connected through the Internet and other often-wireless networked resources. Even if

an enterprise effectively prohibits the regular use of the Internet during regular

working sessions, we are all effectively connected to these networks today. Communi-

cations with many banks, access to government reports, and even ordering certain

parts and supplies requires Internet access. A fantastic tool, these interconnections

contain many risks in terms of exposures to what have become known as worms,

viruses, and other types of malignant software code threats that can cause peril for all

types of programs and networked computer systems, ranging from a home office

desktop to a large central system.

A computer virus is a program or piece of program code that is loaded onto a

computer system without the knowledge or participation of the computer system’s

owner. The virus then runs against the system owner’s wishes, and is called a virus

because the program can spread and replicate itself similar to a human disease. A simple

virus is a set of program code that can make a copy of itself again and again until it has

used all available memory and the system is brought to a halt. Other types of viruses are

capable of transmitting themselves across networks and bypassing security systems.

The first computer virus programs appeared in 1986 on an old IBM PC. Back then,

the virus was slipped onto a floppy diskette used for loading and sharing data and

programs. Once inserted in another computer, the virus jumped from the floppy and

targeted the new host computer. While software tools were soon built to at least detect
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and protect from the initiation of system viruses, innovative and malicious persons

developed other programs with such names as worms or Trojan horses.

A worm is similar to a virus but spreads from computer to computer without any

help from a person. A worm takes advantage of file or information transport features

on a system and can send out hundreds or thousands of copies of itself, creating

a huge, devastating effect. Malicious persons ranging from creative programmers

trying to ‘‘beat the system’’ to potential terrorists have written these types of

programs. The cost to society of lost businesses, time requirements to reconstruct,

and privacy issues over lost data can be very major. A Wall Street Journal article in

November 20068 observed that computer-based crimes had caused $14.2 billion in

damages to businesses around the globe in 2005, including the cost of repairing

systems and lost business.

An enterprise needs to recognize the threat of what is often called cybercrime

and needs to take steps to protect from these threats. Establishing effective controls is

a challenge. This same Wall Street Journal article talks about two young men as

cybercrime perpetrators—one in Turkey and the other in Morocco—and the FBI’s

difficulty in tracking them down and apprehending them for their cybercrime

activities. Not an easy task, but an enterprise can reduce its risks and the threat of

cybercrime by:

& Following ‘‘Best Practices’’ in Establishing and Maintaining an Effective

IT Security System. Regular systems of security maintenance should be estab-

lished, including the regular updating of operating systems and software, enforce-

ment of password policies, disabling unnecessary services, installation and updating

of antivirus software on a very frequent basis, and the use of intrusion detection

systems and firewalls. Prevention is always the best cure.
& Remaining on High Alert. IT operations administrators should be on high alert

for the warning signs of hostile cyber activity. Frequent scanning of Internet logs

and incoming and outgoing e-mail should be performed regularly, and any

suspicious activity should be looked into and reported to the local authorities, if

necessary. An emergency incident plan could be established as well, in case any

system is temporarily or permanently disabled by a virus.

We have admittedly used some technical terms here that require more a detailed

descriptions and explanations than space allows here. This whole area of viruses,

worms, network IT, and cyber security is an ever-changing area for IT professionals and

a growing area of risk for managers at all levels.

There are numerous other sources of supporting information through the Web and

various books to allow the professional to gain a greater understanding of some of these

evolving and ever-changing issues. A good source for some excellent background

material is the National Institute for Science and Technology (www.nist.gov) previously

referenced in Chapter 11. The NIST reference materials contain some excellent guides

and checklists to help the IT specialist and general, non-IT manager to better under-

stand some of the evolving IT risks and issues.
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IT AND EFFECTIVE ERM PROCESSES

IT processes play a significant role in the operations of any enterprise and certainly are a

major factor when assessing and understanding relative risks. This chapter has high-

lighted only three broad IT areas—the application development process, IT continuity

plans, and malicious network programs—where an enterprise can face some significant

IT risks. More information can be found in our book on IT auditing,9 where we discuss

many of these issues in greater detail. An ever-growing and ever-changing set of issues,

IT processes can cause some significant risks to an enterprise.

It is perhaps unfortunate that the COSO ERM framework did not devote more

guidance and standards to IT-related issues. The assumption was perhaps that IT is so

pervasive in enterprise operations that these is no real need tomake it a separate detailed

topic. However, to effectively understand the framework and to install an effective set of

enterprise risk management processes, considerable detail and attention should be

devoted to an enterprise’s IT controls and processes.
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